M
etal oxides form a technologically important class of materials that offers a large variety of bulk and surface properties, enabling applications spanning building materials, machine components, electronic devices, sensors, actuators, and highly efficient catalysts. 1 In many cases, atomic-scale control of specific structural details is mandatory for the realization of such devices, in particular when interfaces with other materials are formed.
2À5
For conducting metal oxides, related studies often employ scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) due to the method's ability to deliver images of surfaces with atomic-scale contrasts. 6À9 The interpretation of STM data, however, is often not straightforward, as the tunneling current represents a convolution of the local electronic properties of both the sample and the tip. The tip is of particular concern, as the chemical identity of its front atom is usually unknown. Moreover, tip apexes with asymmetric shapes can lead to distorted STM images where correlating current maxima with atomic sites can be questionable. Therefore, proper evaluation of experimental data requires comparison with theory.
Recent years have seen significant progress toward including the probe tip in STM simulations. 10À17 In the first theoretical studies of STM, featureless metallic tips were considered as suitable probe models. 18 Since then, it has been shown that the exact geometry and chemistry of the tip termination strongly influence STM contrast formation. 11, 19 For example, different species at the apex can produce varied STM contrasts depending on the orientation of the tip with respect to the surface and the spatial arrangement of the outer shell orbitals involved in tunneling. 14, 15, 20 Moreover, since atoms such as nitrogen or oxygen conduct poorly in comparison to metals, current contributions from neighboring metallic tip atoms may become important in the case of N-or O-terminated tips, which can result in anomalous effects such as contrast inversion. 11, 10, 21 Contrast inversion can also occur at varied tipÀsample distance due to site-specific variations in the local potential barrier 22 or multiple scattering current contributions in scans closer to the surface, 23 further complicating the interpretation of STM images. Finally, tipÀsurface interactions affect tunneling by deforming the tip and sample to various degrees as a function of both tipÀsample distance and lateral probe position; theoretical studies have confirmed the importance of tip relaxation for the correct description of the STM contrast formation. 10 In a more subtle effect, weak surface interactions or external manipulation can alter the orbital hybridization of the tip-terminating atom and thus modify tunneling properties. 12 Although the increased focus on the role of the probe in STM imaging has led to remarkable progress in control and functionalization of STM tips by, for example, the attachment of small molecules, 13, 14 a systematic analysis of STM imaging capabilities as a function of all parameters relevant to contrast formation including tip chemistry and structure is still lacking. A complete understanding of all related effects would be of great value, as it is a prerequisite for the ability to take full advantage of the complementary information revealed under different imaging conditions. By combining high-resolution STM experiments with density functional theory (DFT) simulations and nonequilibrium Green's function (NEGF) calculations on a prototype metal oxide surface, the present study makes significant progress toward this goal. Due to its technological relevance as well as favorable structural properties that aid the unambiguous assignment of lattice sites, the well-known oxygen-induced (2 √ 2Â √ 2)R45°missing row reconstruction of the Cu-(100) surface 24À26 has been chosen as a model system.
First, we provide an overview of computed STM contrasts as a function of bias voltage, tipÀsample distance, and tip chemistry and structure with special consideration of tip asymmetry effects. Next, we analyze the mechanisms that give rise to the observed contrasts, which includes identifying the signatures that oxygen atoms and different copper sites cause in simulated images. The theoretical results provide a solid basis for the subsequent comprehensive comparison with experimental STM data, where we identify and classify the most commonly encountered contrast mechanisms. On the basis of this analysis, we discuss the chemical and structural stability of the model tips and derive general guidelines to understand their imaging characteristics. Most notably, a combination of tip-apex chemistry control with carefully chosen variations in imaging parameters emerges as a promising avenue to enhance the information that scanning tunneling microscopy experiments are able to provide on complex surfaces.
RESULTS
General Features of the Model Surface. Figure 1 shows the structural model of the (2 √ 2Â √ 2)R45°missing row reconstruction (Cu(100)ÀO surface), highlighting its rectangular unit cell as well as the characteristic rows of alternating O and Cu atoms (OÀCuÀO rows) that are separated either by a row of Cu atoms (labeled as "filled row" in Figure 1 ) or by a row of vacant sites referred to as "missing row". This arrangement leads to two distinct types of copper atoms: Cu1 sites within filled rows and Cu2 sites within the OÀCuÀO rows. Experimental STM images of the surface are presented in Figure 2 , 
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with Figure 2A showing the surface's characteristic step-edge pinning along the [010] and the [001] crystallographic directions. 25 Another feature of this surface oxide layer is the formation of two domain orientations, which nucleate with equal structure and probability along the rotationally symmetric [010] and [001] directions of the Cu(100) surface. 24 Typical experimentally observed domain patterns are exemplified by the image in Figure 2B , where both domain orientations show a ladder-type contrast.
The most important advantages of using the Cu(100)ÀO surface as a model system rely on the nearly coplanar sublattices of Cu and O, which facilitates lattice site identification and allows analysis of the tunneling characteristics of anionic and cationic species. Furthermore, imaging two orthogonal domains in one scan frame enables the investigation of differences in contrast due to the rotational alignment of the tip with respect to the domain orientation.
Choosing Model Tips for Tunneling Current Simulations. In STM experiments, tipÀsurface contacts during approach or scanning are generally unavoidable. Furthermore, considering that copper is known to easily attach to scanning probe microscopy tip apexes, 27À29 we expect the tip to be contaminated with surface material. Thus, we considered Cu and O as the basic elements for the tip structures used in our simulations instead of tungsten or platinum/iridium, the original tip materials.
For the present study, we constructed a copperbased, atomically sharp STM probe by appending a tetrahedral tip base to a three-layer slab of Cu atoms in a [111] orientation ( Figure 3A ). This construction mimics the right boundary conditions (in a real tip, the terminating tip atoms protrude out of a large mesoscopic structure) and provides the electronic structure input for the subsequent tunneling current simulations. Please note that the close-packed (111) surface represents the crystallographic plane with the lowest surface energy, which furthermore allows the formation of atomically sharp tips in the [111] direction. Therefore, we expect this tip configuration to be particularly favorable. The tip apex consists of the two lowest layers of the tip, i.e., the terminating atom and a triangular plane of upper Cu atoms. The terminating atoms were interchanged to feature Cu, O, and mixed CuÀO species as shown in Figure 3 , allowing us to simulate STM imaging as a function of tip chemistry. For the tip termination we took into account only the simplest and energetically most stable apex structures with Cu and O as the basic elements. While the slab and base of the STM probe are bulk derived, the geometry of the different tip apexes was fully optimized to obtain stable tip structures. Besides the highly symmetric, pure Cu tip ( Figure 3B ), we have considered a case where oxygen contamination is achieved by replacing the terminating copper atom by oxygen ("CuO" tip). Figure 3D demonstrates that the tip-apex geometry remains qualitatively similar, apart from a notable reduction in distance between the lowest atom and the upper Cu layer from 1.7 Å to 1.15 Å. We have also introduced a tip where the tetrahedral apex is contaminated by an O atom attached to one of the tetrahedron's side faces ("CuÀCuO" tip), as seen in Figure 3F .
Our STM simulations go beyond the usual approximation of considering only the lowest apex atom by including the tunneling current flowing between the atoms in the two lowest tip layers and the top layer of the Cu(100)ÀO surface. With this more realistic approach, it is clear that even the simplest, purely metallic Cu tip may break the symmetry of the simulated STM image: Since the alignment of the triangular plane of Cu atoms above the terminating tip atom represents a particular orientation with respect to the surface's 2-fold symmetry axis, the sensitivity of imaging modes to the tip's rotational alignment (z-axis rotation) needs to be explored. To investigate these tip-asymmetry effects, we have considered an additional case ("Curot" tip, Figure 3C ), where the tip was rotated by 90°r elative to the "Cu" tip shown in Figure 3B . This rotation check was performed for all chemical terminations of the tip, as illustrated in Figure 3BÀG , where the ARTICLE "CuO-rot" ( Figure 3E ) and "CuÀCuO-rot" tips ( Figure 3G ) have been introduced. For the CuÀCuO and CuÀCuO-rot tips, the broken symmetry becomes particularly prominent, as the rotation changes the relative orientation of the contaminant O atom with respect to the filled and missing rows on the surface. Due to the orthogonal domains of the Cu(100)ÀO surface, related differences in contrast are experimentally accessible by recording scan frames covering more than one domain orientation.
Contrast Simulations. The model tips have been used to simulate constant-height STM images as a function of bias voltage with the tipÀsample distance fixed at d = 5.0 Å; the resulting variety of imaging modes is shown in Figure 4 . The computed 1.44 nm Â 1.44 nm current maps correspond exactly to the section of the Cu(100)ÀO model surface displayed in Figure 1 , and all voltages are given in terms of sample bias. Therefore, positive bias corresponds to imaging of empty sample states and negative bias to filled states. It should be noted that initially we performed both constant height and constant current simulations, but the resulting image contrasts were qualitatively identical regardless of the specific tip. Consequently, the more efficient constant-height calculations were used for further work. For each tip and bias voltage, separate current maps were produced for the two distinct rotational orientations of the tip relative to the model surface. In addition, we generated current maps based on the contribution exclusively originating from the lowest apex atom for the Cu and the CuO tips, as indicated by the dashed circles at the top of each column.
We first note that images generated with the pure Cu tip ( Figure 4A ) essentially display surface Cu atoms:
at negative bias voltages the contrast is dominated by the filled states of Cu1 atoms and at positive bias voltages by the empty states of Cu2 atoms. Furthermore, our simulations show that the effect of tip rotation is negligible and that the STM contrasts are almost completely dominated by the current passing through the terminating Cu atom with just a very small background contribution from the upper plane of Cu atoms. For the side-contaminated CuÀCuO tip, the image contrasts in Figure 4B at high bias voltages appear very similar to those found for the pure Cu ARTICLE tip. For small bias voltages, however, the image features shift with respect to the underlying surface atoms, which leads to notable contrast changes when the tip is rotated. This effect can be understood by considering the contributions to the tip density of states originating from both the terminating Cu atom and the contaminant O atom. For small bias voltages (i.e., close to the Fermi energy) their contributions to the overall density of states of the tip are very similar. This causes the location where the maximum tunneling current flows to move away from the terminating Cu atom toward the contaminant O atom. The resulting tip asymmetry effects range from a simple offset of ∼1 Å of the current maxima 30 to wave-like patterns seemingly incompatible with the Cu(100)ÀO surface symmetry. In contrast, at higher bias voltages (i.e., higher energies) the tip density of states is dominated by the terminating Cu atom, which minimizes these asymmetry effects.
Compared to the Cu and the CuÀCuO tips, the contrast mechanisms of the CuO tip are significantly more complex. Current maps simulated by exclusively considering the terminating O atom (left column in Figure 4C ) differ substantially from the maps obtained when including the second layer Cu atoms, revealing a significant contribution from these Cu atoms to the overall current for this tip. As a consequence of the triangular geometry of the second layer Cu atoms, contrast features undergo drastic changes when the tip is rotated by 90°. This is demonstrated by the images in the center and right column of Figure 4C , which show significantly different contrasts for the two tip orientations.
To check for possible changes in contrast with tipÀsample distance, we computed current maps for distances between d = 3.0 Å and d = 6.0 Å in 0.5 Å increments for all tip configurations and a variety of bias voltages. For the Cu and Cu-rot configurations, hardly any effect upon changing the distance within this range is observed, while for the CuÀCuO and CuÀCuO-rot tips, a weak distance dependence was found. Unlike these cases, the O-terminated tips (CuO and CuO-rot) show complex and strongly distancedependent image patterns with pronounced asymmetry and the possibility of exclusive oxygen imaging at small tipÀsample distances (d < 3.5 Å), as exemplified by Figure 5 .
The complex imaging properties of the CuO and CuO-rot tips can be explained by the significant contributions to the tunneling current originating from the second-layer copper atoms. The emergence of this additional current channel is aided by the reduced distance between first-and second-layer atoms (1.15 Å as opposed to the 1.7 Å displayed by the Cu tip; cf. Figure 3B and D) . Moreover, the tunneling characteristics of the O-terminated tip structure are governed by a distance-dependent interplay of localized O orbitals and comparatively delocalized Cu orbitals of both the tip and the sample (see discussion below).
Comparison with Experimental STM Images. For the present work, we evaluated a database of about 100 highquality constant-current STM images recorded on the Cu(100)ÀO surface. All images in the database were first classified into representative contrasts; for each contrast class, we then determined the tip configuration(s) that most likely produced this particular type of contrast by comparison with theory. Once a candidate tip was identified, we performed targeted simulations for selected images using the presumed tip and the experimental bias voltage to calculate a set of images at various tipÀsample distances that were then qualitatively compared to the experimental data. A variety of such comparisons is presented in Figures 6À8 , where each experimental image is shown with the best match added as both an inset and an enlarged image. The enlarged images are always displayed in the orientation and size defined by the surface model in Figure 1 using tip apexes oriented as shown in Figure 3BÀG ; dashed lines connect this standardized alignment with the alignment of the inset. Figure 6A shows a zoom of the area in the lower right of Figure 2B with two large domains. For both domains a ladder-type contrast is observed at negative bias, which, according to Figure 4 , points to a Cu-terminated tip. Therefore, the bright rows can be ARTICLE associated with the filled rows, while the Cu2 atoms merge to form slightly darker bridges and appear as the "rungs of the ladder". The best match with theory is found by considering the O-contaminated CuÀCuO tip configurations at a distance of 5.5 Å. Since the tip orientation relative to the direction of the OÀCuÀO rows affects contrast formation in this case, an identical tip at the same distance but rotated by 90°has to be assumed for the simulation of the two different domain orientations. Consequently, we considered the CuÀCuO for one domain and the CuÀCuO-rot tip for the other domain. The result agrees with the experimental contrast, which shows only minor differences between the two domains. The image in Figure 6B shows a wave-like contrast, similar to the simulation shown in Figure 4B at þ0.4 V. Therefore, we performed simulations for the CuÀCuO-rot and CuÀCuO tips at þ0.6 V and found the best match by assuming the CuÀCuO tip at 4.5 Å. In this imaging mode the Cu2 atoms appear as joint maxima bridging the missing rows. The maxima asymmetrically fade to the left and the right, leading to the wave-like contrast.
The image in Figure 7A shows a pronounced asymmetry perpendicular to the OÀCuÀO rows, suggesting the CuO-rot tip as a likely candidate. This is confirmed by a good match at 5.5 Å, which nicely reproduces the experimental contrast at the corresponding bias voltage. In this case, the Cu1 sites are imaged as minima in the dark trenches, whereas the Cu2 atoms located to the right of the Cu1 atoms (Cu2-right) are imaged significantly brighter than the Cu2 atoms left of the Cu1 sites (Cu2-left). This contrast signature is a direct result of significant tunneling current via the upper plane of Cu atoms of the CuO-rot tip. For example, when the terminating O atom of the tip is located above Cu2-right sites, the two left-side Cu atoms in the second layer of the tip are closer to the two neighboring Cu1 atoms of the surface, leading to an increased tunneling current. In contrast, when the terminating O atom is located above Cu2-left sites, the same two Cu atoms of the tip are located above the missing row, which decreases the tunneling current, thus leading to a darker contrast of the Cu-2 left atoms. In a similar manner the experimentally observed contrasts in Figure 7BÀD can be understood. In Figure 7B Cu2-right and Cu1 atoms merge into a zigzag formation, while the Cu2-left sites appear as isolated secondary maxima. In Figure 7C Cu1 and Cu2 atoms appear as bright rows with a slight asymmetry along the rows, while the O atoms are imaged as joint minima within the missing rows. This contrast is very similar to the simulation in the middle column in Figure 4C at À1.0 V, which gives the best match of theory and experiment. Figure 7D shows a similar contrast to A but at the opposite bias polarity.
The experimental images in Figure 8 show the presence of both domains within each scan frame; in Figure 8A , B, and D the two domains appear significantly different, which can only be explained by tip asymmetry. In fact, the experimental images consistently display in one domain orientation a strong asymmetry orthogonal to the OÀCuÀO rows, whereas the other domain orientation is rather symmetric in this direction with a slight asymmetry along the OÀCuÀO rows. This again suggests CuO and CuOrot tips as likely candidates. As demonstrated in Figure 8 , this is confirmed by the conclusive agreement between experiment and theory for all images and domain orientations. It is again emphasized that for each of the STM images the two domain contrasts are matched by the simulations only by rotating the tip and keeping the particular distance and bias voltage fixed. ARTICLE DISCUSSION Tip Stability. In our systematic comparison of experimental and simulated STM images, we found that most experimental images were acquired with oxygenterminated tips (CuO and CuO-rot). All remaining cases where tip assignments were completed indicated CuÀCuO and CuÀCuO-rot tip configurations as best matches. Interestingly, we did not find a single experimental image suggesting a pure Cu tip. In this context it should be noted that due to the extensive computing times required to generate a simulated STM image and the large number of experimental STM data pooled in our database, not all available experimental images could be matched with theory by targeted simulations. Therefore, it is difficult to provide accurate quantitative statistics. However, on the basis of the simulations shown in Figures 4 and 5 and the guidelines for contrast formation for the different tips (see the following section), we estimated that about 50% of our experimental images point to an oxygen-terminated tip (CuO, CuO-rot), 20% to a side-contaminated tip (CuÀCuO, CuÀCuO-rot), and 0% to a pure copper tip. For 30% of the considered cases a clear tip assignment could not be made. This assessment suggests that tips featuring oxygen at or near their apexes are structurally more stable in the vicinity of the copper oxide surface than pure copper tips. This implies that practically unavoidable tipÀsurface contacts are much more likely to end in the capture of an oxygen atom or an oxide cluster from the surface than in a pure metal tip.
To gain further insight into this subject, we computed tipÀsurface interactions by simulating the approach and retraction of the three different tip structures with the Cu(100)ÀO surface. For these simulations, the apex structures plus a third tip layer was considered. Tips featuring copper as frontmost atom were found to interact strongly with the surface upon approach, with notable structural rearrangements occurring at the O site. At d = 3.75 Å, the surface O atom rises to contact the Cu tip, while the terminating Cu atom of the CuÀCuO tip detaches toward the surface, altering the apex geometry. At this tip height, tipÀ surface interaction forces above the surface O atom range from 0.9 and 0.3 nN for the Cu and CuÀCuO tips, respectively, to only 17 pN for the CuO tip, 30 suggesting a dramatic reduction in tip reactivity with O termination. As a consequence, STM imaging with a CuO tip is possible even at close tipÀsample distances, allowing a scanning regime inaccessible to the more reactive Cu-terminated tips. Furthermore, from these observations, a picture evolves in which the deformed Cu-terminated tips appear to serve as an intermediate in tip transformations leading to the inert O-terminated structure, which is characterized by low tipÀsurface interactions across all surface sites. Guidelines for Contrast Formation with Chemically Diverse Tips. In the previous sections, we established the theoretical framework for a modeling approach that reproduced most experimentally observed contrast features as a function of tipÀsample distance, bias voltage, tip orientation, and apex chemistry. This allowed us to identify the tip configurations likely to be present in actual experiments. Motivated by the good agreement between theory and experiment, in this section we derive general guidelines to understand the major contrast-determining effects. 
Toward this end, we start by noting that imaging Cu atoms on the Cu(100)ÀO surface is very common, while only a few imaging modes allow the detection of O atoms. This can be explained by the conduction characteristics of the tunneling junction, which is governed by both the density of states of the sample and the tip as well as the spatial extent of the orbitals dominating the tunneling process. Therefore, distinct conduction properties of the Cu and O species lead to qualitatively different responses to changes in tip height and bias voltage. The electronic states available for tunneling into or from oxygen atoms are strongly localized and due to their p character also directional. In contrast, tunneling via copper atoms is dominated by a combination of s and p orbitals, which makes their contribution to the tunneling junction more spherical while extending spatially further into vacuum. At medium or larger scanning distances, insufficient overlap between the electronic states of the surface oxygen atoms and the probe tip will produce comparatively small current contributions at all bias voltages and result in exclusive surface Cu atom imaging. The local density of states (LDOS) is, however, much larger on the more densely populated oxygen orbitals than on their counterparts in copper, as shown in Figure 9 . Once the tipÀsample distance is reduced to distances where overlap with oxygen orbitals is achieved, the high currents from oxygen sites ultimately lead to exclusive oxygen imaging. In intermediate scanning conditions where STM current contributions from Cu and O atoms are similar, their balance can be altered by the bias voltage.
In the following, we combine the insight gained from the theoretical and experimental data discussed so far and presented in Figures 4 through 8 to classify the prevailing imaging mechanisms as a function of the following three parameters: (i) tip chemistry: metallic, O-terminated, contaminated/mixed; (ii) bias voltage: positive/negative, high (g1 V)/low (e0.4 V); (iii) tipÀsample distance: far (6 Å)/midrange (4.5 Å)/close (3 Å). The imaging regimes are illustrated for each tip in the parameter space spanned by bias voltage and tipÀsample distance within Figure 10 .
(1) Metallic tip (Cu tip): For an all-copper tip, a simple TersoffÀHamann approximation 18 is found to deliver a satisfactory description of the tunneling mechanism, with image contrasts reflecting the density of states of the sample surface that extend considerably into vacuum ( Figure 9 ). In this case, a negative bias voltage results in imaging mainly Cu1 atoms, while the Cu2 sites dominate image contrast for positive bias voltages at large and medium heights (see Figure 10A ). Considerable tip reactivity inhibits close-range imaging, which rules out oxygen imaging. Since the terminating copper atom with its roughly spherical electronic orbitals dominates image contrast, little or no asymmetry can be observed.
(2) Oxygen-terminated tip (CuO tip): For a tip terminated by directional oxygen orbitals the simple assumptions made in the TersoffÀHamann approach fail, giving rise to complicated imaging behavior. The principal regimes can be summarized as follows: (i) Far ARTICLE from sample: the localized oxygen orbitals do not experience significant overlap with surface states, and imaging is dominated by the three copper atoms located in the second tip layer with a weaker signal directly below the tip apex. With increasing bias voltage, STM image maxima shift from predominantly Cu1 surface atoms to Cu1 and Cu2 atoms, followed by mixed Cu2/O imaging and finally O imaging, as illustrated by Figure 10B. (ii) Low tip heights: localized tipapex states can overlap with the oxygen states of the sample, allowing oxygen sites to dominate image contrasts (e.g., Figure 8A ) regardless of bias voltage. Since the current is dominated by the terminating O atom, asymmetry effects diminish and currents are high. (iii) Midrange heights: The imaging mechanisms from (i) and (ii) mix, giving rise to complicated patterns with strong asymmetry. Similar to imaging at large distances, this regime is most sensitive to bias voltage. Our findings suggest that the bias can be used to vary the contribution of the Cu atom tunneling current relative to the O one.
(3) Side-contaminated copper tip (CuÀCuO tip): Image formation is governed by mixed current collection through both the terminating Cu atom as well as the contaminant O atom with the relative contributions shifting based on the imaging parameters. Current maps in Figure 10C illustrate that high bias voltages amplify the contribution of the terminating copper atom and lead to Cu-tip-like imaging, while lower voltages feature convoluted image contrasts. A remarkable feature of this tip is that the location where the maximum current flows between the sample and the tip shifts away from the front Cu atom toward the O atom as the bias voltage is reduced. This may lead to image features originating from different lattice sites as well as to image distortion compared to the real geometric arrangement on the surface. Such effects are demonstrated by the ladder-and wave-like contrasts seen with the CuÀCuO and CuÀCuO-rot tips ( Figure 6 ). Further complications of this picture may arise if the tip is contaminated by more than one oxygen atom.
Generalization and Perspectives. While the guidelines above are derived for an atomically flat surface oxide, we suggest they can also aid the interpretation of STM imaging modes on other metal oxide surfaces. In defining contrast categories and describing the change with bias voltage and tipÀsample distance for the different tips, we provide the means to identify metal, nonmetal, and complex (contaminated) tip terminations likely found during metal oxide STM imaging as a precursor to correctly relating the contrast details to the underlying surface features. Ultimately, we propose that deliberate tip changes and functionalization with surface material would allow different contrast modes that can be categorized and identified, supplying a considerable amount of additional information about the sample and facilitating chemically selective imaging.
The strong tendency of the tip to become contaminated with surface material when imaging oxides can easily lead to oxygen termination of the apex. According to our results, this tip configuration is comparatively inert and therefore allows imaging very close to the surface, where exclusive oxygen imaging can be achieved. This imaging mode should be particularly likely when oxygen atoms are geometrically protruding, such as the bridging oxygen sites of the rutile TiO 2 (110)-(1Â1) surface. But on this surface STM contrasts are usually dominated by the Ti 3d orbitals, which are located in between the protruding oxygen rows. However, there is also a considerable number of STM images differing from these standard contrasts with distinct asymmetric features. 19, 31 Furthermore, simultaneous imaging of the bridging oxygen and in-plane titanium atoms at small tipÀsurface distances was observed. 32 Our results provide a direct explanation for many of these puzzling nonstandard contrasts. Moreover, in a recent study on the rutile TiO 2 (011)-(2Â1) surface, changes in contrast with different feedback parameters have been used in the interpretation of two different imaging modes observed at different tipÀsurface distances. 33 The authors suggest that these two contrasts emerge from a subtle balance between the surface geometry and the different vacuum decay length of the Ti 3d and O 2p states, which is also in line with our conclusions. One of the key insights provided by our work is how we can deliberately exploit the imaging conditions, in particular the bias and tip height, to achieve selective imaging. Taking advantage of the bias dependence may seem problematic for bulk oxides with a low density of states and a related limited conductivity. However, commercially available scanning probe systems increasingly allow noncontact atomic force microscopy measurements while simultaneously recording tunneling currents. This enables current collection even very close to the surface of materials with low conductivity. Furthermore, the development of methods to produce high-quality oxide thin films grown on metal substrates opens the way to explore the voltageÀ tip height phase space required to characterize the tip structure and chemistry.
Apart from bulk oxides and oxide layers on surfaces, the derived guidelines for the interpretation of STM contrast mechanisms are likely to also apply for other compound materials including chalcogenides, pnictides, and halides. For these and similar compounds, tip contamination with surface material could lead to similar contrast mechanisms, e.g., anion imaging at small tipÀsample distances.
CONCLUSIONS
We systematically investigated the STM contrast mechanisms for metal oxide surfaces using the oxygen-induced surface reconstruction on Cu(100) as ARTICLE a model system. In a first step, we developed the computational methodology that allowed us to calculate STM image contrasts as a function of tip chemistry, bias voltage, tipÀsample distance, and relative tip orientation. Three tip structures were included in the simulations: pure copper tips, oxygen-terminated tips, and copper-terminated tips with oxygen side-contamination. The resulting library of theoretical images was then matched to an extensive database of experimental STM images. The high level of agreement between experimental and simulated contrasts allowed us to identify tip structures and their orientation relative to the sample surface during data acquisition. Most frequently, tips were found to be oxygen terminated, in agreement with our simulations of the tipÀsurface interaction that confirm that this represents the most stable tip structure. Furthermore, these simulations confirm that metal tips are easily contaminated by surface oxygen and are therefore rather unstable in the vicinity of the surface.
Our study identifies the fundamental mechanisms underlying contrast formation in the STM imaging of metal oxides and provides comprehensive guidelines for the interpretation of STM data derived from the analysis of these mechanisms. In particular, our combined theoretical and experimental results give a conclusive picture about effects caused by tip structure, asymmetry, chemistry, and stability. Most notably it was shown that by tuning imaging parameters, different copper sites or oxygen atoms are imaged. Ultimately, precise control of these parameters may allow new strategies to be established for element-specific imaging on surfaces of complex compounds by selectively tunneling into anionic or cationic lattice sites.
METHODS

Theory.
The Cu(100)ÀO surface and the Cu-based STM probe tip were modeled by local-orbital DFT methods implemented in the OpenMX 34 code, while tipÀsample tunneling currents were computed using the NEGF formalism. A four-layer slab model featuring the (2 √ 2Â √ 2)R45°copper oxide surface was simulated using the OpenMX code, norm-conserving pseudopotentials, 35 PBE exchangeÀcorrelation functional, 36 and a single-ζ basis set with a cutoff of 6.0 au for both Cu and O pseudoatomic orbitals. In the 2 Â 1 unit cell, the geometry of the top two surface layers was optimized to a force tolerance of 0.01 eV/Å in calculations with an energy cutoff of 200 Ry and 8 Â 16 Â 1 k-point mesh. Surface reconstruction and electronic structure were found to be in good agreement with previous VASP 37 benchmark calculations for this surface 30 and past theoretical and experimental data.
38À41
Cu(111) tip models were terminated in tetrahedron-shaped metallic clusters that contained both Cu and O surface species. Stable tip-apex structures were obtained by optimizing the geometry of the two lowest tip layers, which include the apex-terminating atom, the triangular Cu layer above, and, in the case of the CuÀCuO tip, the laterally contaminating oxygen atom that is located slightly higher than the terminating Cu atom (see Figure 3F ). The Cu-and CuO-tip geometries remained qualitatively similar, although replacing a terminating Cu atom with an oxygen reduced the distance from the apex termination to the upper Cu layer notably from 1.7 Å to 1.15 Å. For the CuÀCuO tip, the Cu termination was preserved with the contaminating oxygen atom positioned 0.6 Å above and 1.8 Å laterally away from the apex atom position, with the vertical distance between the terminating Cu atom and the upper Cu layer increasing to 1.9 Å.
Tip electronic structure and long-range tipÀsurface hopping probabilities were extracted from local-orbital DFT calculations. 10 The STM probe model with the different apex structures (Figure 3) was placed above the surface, with tipÀsample distance d defined as the height difference between the terminating tip-apex atom and the tallest feature of the Cu(100)ÀO surface. Given the Hamiltonian and density of states extracted from independent DFT calculations for the tip and surface structures, the in-house STMAD code was applied to compute tipÀsample conductance and currents as described elsewhere. 10, 42 The STM current was integrated in 0.05 eV bins, and only dominant current contributions from the bottom two tip layers and the uppermost surface layer were included. Tips were moved vertically to extract IÀZ spectroscopy curves or laterally across the surface to compute two-dimensional STM surface images.
TipÀsurface interactions were explored in a previous atomic force microscopy study 30 using the VASP code. 37 With Cuterminated tips at tipÀsample distances smaller than 4 Å, significant structural rearrangement of the tip or surface occurred, indicating a stable STM imaging regime roughly 5 Å above the surface. Structural rearrangements of the tip and multiple scattering effects are not considered in this study, as they are negligible for O-terminated tips and for Cu-terminated tips at d > 4 Å.
Experiments. The STM experiments were performed using a home-built low-temperature, ultrahigh-vacuum combined scanning tunneling/atomic force microscopy system, which allows the simultaneous recording of tunneling current and frequency shift images. 43 Toward that end, electrochemically etched W and PtIr tips used to collect the tunneling current are mounted at the end of a tuning fork, which is oscillated at its resonance frequency (∼28 kHz) and with amplitudes below 1 nm when forces were to be measured. The measurements were performed at liquid and solid nitrogen temperatures (77 and ∼60 K, respectively). All STM images evaluated for the present work were recorded at constant current feedback settings. Note that oscillation was enabled during data acquisition of Figures 2B, 6A ,B, 7A, and 8A,B,D; the evaluation of the resulting frequency shift images is, however, beyond the scope of this paper.
For the preparation of the oxygen-induced surface reconstruction, a Cu(100) single crystal was cleaned by cycles of Ar þ -sputtering and annealing. The (2 √ 2Â √ 2)R45°missing row reconstruction was obtained by exposing the clean Cu(100) surface to 1000À3000 L of molecular oxygen at 575 K.
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